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This book is a redesigned and republished edition of the seminal pizza guide created by John Correll in
1992. The original book, first titled The Pizza Manager’s Guide to Ingredient Purchasing and Preparation
and later changed to Encyclopizza, was sold from 1992 to 1999. It was then retired, and remained out-ofprint from 1999 to 2011. Growing demand from pizzeria operators and at-home pizza-makers has prompted
the creation of this newly redesigned edition.
At the time this book was first written (1992) a diligent effort was made to provide true, factual, and complete
information. However, as with every area of knowledge there is technological change over time. Such
change might not be reflected in this republished edition of the original text. However, it’s the author’s
opinion that the vast majority of material contained herein (like, say, about “99.9 percent”) remains relevant
and highly useful.
Further, as the book’s subtitle indicates, this book is about pizza ingredient purchasing and preparation.
Accordingly, it does not cover pizza-making — i.e., pizza assembly and baking. Perhaps some day an additional Encyclopizza-type book on pizza assembly and baking will be produced.
NOTE: To send gratis feedback on an error that needs correcting, email: encyclopizza@fulfillmentpress.com
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Fulfillment Press specializes in the creation and publication of educational
media for furthering personal, career, and life fulfillment. The name Fulfillment
Press is a publishing imprint and registered DBA, or assumed name, of Correll
Consulting, LLC.
Author: John Correll is a full-time author. His background includes pizzeria and
restaurant manager, training director, corporate VP, entrepreneur, college
instructor, packaging designer, business consultant, and, most recently, inventor
(holding over 40 patents). Nearly all facets of his professional background
pertain, directly or indirectly, to the pizzeria and restaurant industry. He enjoys
fishing, hiking, and long-distance bicycling. The principles of pizza-making and
pizzeria business management have been an abiding interest of his for the past 45
years.
Feedback: To send gratis feedback on the book or to point out an error that
needs correcting, email: encyclopizza@fulfillmentpress.com
Cover Photo: From Pizzuti’s Pizza, 1978.
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DAVID KOVACIC for a thorough written review of the dough chapters.
BILL WEEKLEY for a thorough review of the dough chapters.
STANISLAUS FOOD PRODUCTS executive team for a plant tour, group meeting,
and written material.
ESCALON PACKERS for written material.
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GORDON FOOD SERVICE for written material.
GREAT LAKES MUSHROOMS for a plant tour.
S&R CHEESE for a plant tour.
WISCONSIN MILK MARKETING BOARD for written material.

Official Sponsor
Special thanks to FOODTEC SOLUTIONS, INC. for providing generous financial
support that greatly enabled the production of this book for the worldwide
pizzeria industry. FoodTec Solutions is a total-system POS provider that assists
established pizza companies looking to upgrade from their present POS system to
an industry-leading POS technology. It also assists new-pizzeria startups seeking
a feature-rich free-standing POS solution. FoodTec operates globally, with offices
in the United States and Greece. | foodtecsolutions.com
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Limitations & Disclaimer
This book is a redesigned and republished edition of the seminal pizza guide
created by John Correll in 1992. The original book, first titled The Pizza Manager’s Guide to Ingredient Purchasing and Preparation and later changed to
Encyclopizza, was sold from 1992 to 1999. It was then retired, and remained outof-print from 1999 to 2011. Growing demand from pizzeria operators and athome pizza-makers has prompted the creation of this newly redesigned edition.
At the time this book was first written (1992) a diligent effort was made to
provide true, factual, and complete information. However, as with every area of
knowledge there is technological change over time. Such change might not be
reflected in this republished edition of the original text. However, it’s the author’s
opinion that the vast majority of material contained herein (like, say, about “99.9
percent”) remains relevant and highly useful.
Further, as the book’s subtitle indicates, this book is about pizza ingredient purchasing and preparation. Accordingly, it does not cover pizza-making — i.e., pizza
assembly and baking. Perhaps some day an additional Encyclopizza-type book on
pizza assembly and baking will be produced.
Publisher, author, and distributor make no warranty or representation of any
kind regarding this material and its use, and make this material available solely
on an “as-is” basis. This book’s purpose is to educate and entertain. It aims at a
general audience. It is sold with the understanding that the author and publisher
are not engaged in rendering specific personal consulting, advice, or services. The
author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person
or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused, or alleged to have been
caused, directly or indirectly, by the information contained in this book.
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